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Frequently Asked Sales 
Questions 

Frequently Asked Sales Answers (for WAVi use only-do not distribute) 

I’m using another EEG platform. 
How does WAVi compare?  

WAVi is designed to produce simple actionable reports in the wellness and 
performance space. It is not designed to replace the more complicated 
diagnostic EEGs administered by neurologists.  However, raw WAVi EEG files 
can be shared via WAVi Cloud with neurologists trained in reading raw EEG.  

Can WAVi be used for extended 
EEG monitoring? 

The WAVi Headset is designed for quick application of EEG electrodes and 
standard 20 min recording times but may not be desirable for extended 
recording sessions. 

A neurologist gave a negative 
review of WAVi as a diagnostic 
platform. 

This would be accurate. WAVi is not designed to produce diagnostics, but 
rather to provide novel sources of information. However, trained neurologists 
can read the raw WAVi EEG waveforms as they would any other EEG. Presently 
the WAVi headset is substantially equivalent to an EEG electrode system, and 
an FDA filing for the rest of the WAVi EEG recording platform is pending. 

A neurologist gave a negative 
review of WAVi as a 
wellness/prevention platform.  

This would not be accurate. Neurologists are trained to diagnose and not 
prevent. There is a lot of literature around dementia prevention and this is not 
the focus of neurology. Tracking brain performance for prevention is as 
essential as a scale is for weight loss. It would be irresponsible for a neurologist 
to suggest, for example, that evoked potentials don’t provide actionable 
cognitive information. 

I’m using another qEEG platform 
(e.g. Brainmaster/Neuroguide). 
How does WAVi compare?  

WAVi is designed to produce simple actionable reports in the wellness and 
performance space. It is not designed to replace the more complicated 
diagnostic reporting seen on other platforms.   

Do WAVi’s advanced report 
options provide some of the 
detailed frequency analysis seen 
in these other platforms? 

Yes. WAVi’s advanced report options do provide spectral analysis (frequency-
related z-scores), coherence graphs, and various tables. However, care must be 
taken to not over fit the problem with large parameter sets such as these, hence 
WAVi’s focus on simpler performance reports.  

Where do the WAVi reference 
ranges and z-scores come from? 

WAVi's ranges come from our internal patient database, matched with the 
trends cited in literature. However, these reference ranges are not normative, 
but are created to provide information rather than diagnostics. While the 
ranges are age-matched, in general the variance within an age group is far 
greater than variances seen between age groups.  

Does WAVi provide LORETA for 
3D EEG localization as seen on 
other platforms? 

No. For background EEG such as eyes open or closed baselines (which involve 
numerous simultaneous and dynamically changing sources) the anatomical 
accuracy of LORETA EEG localizations is often overestimated and is thus of 
debatable value. 
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